COURSE DESCRIPTION

HIST 1220 - World History II (3 cr.) - European interactions with the people of Asia, Africa, and the Americas from 1660; absolutism, the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment; civilizations of Africa, the Middle East, and Asia; the French Revolution; the Industrial Revolution; nationalism; zenith and decline of European hegemony; 20th century wars and ideologies.

SCENARIO

Students are to write a 3 page book review that reviews either a non-fiction or fiction book.

The librarian uses a 2 page guide as the outline for the class. On one side are links to how to write a book review as well as links to the APSU and area library catalogs with search tips. On the reverse side is a Top 5 list of things to know about the APSU library in terms of research resources and services.

DRAFT LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR HIST 1220-WORLD HISTORY II

Following participation in an instruction session covering the use of library catalogs [c], students [a] will show their ability to select a book that is available either electronically or locally [d] in order to show that they are able to locate items identified through Austin: The Library Catalog or other library catalog[b].

Through locating the page(s) about Chicago or MLA documentation styles either electronically through the library's Web site or in print [d], students [a] will apply their new knowledge that researchers use documentation styles to ethically build the field of knowledge in a subject area [b] following participation in an instruction session covering citation styles [c].

Through identifying citation elements for a book in Chicago or MLA style [d], students [a] will apply their understanding of the appropriate format for a book, electronic or print [b] following participation in an instruction session covering use of the citation style specified by the instructor [c].

POSSIBLE ASSESSMENTS

- Completing a short worksheet or survey that asks about the steps they took to get a book, write the review and identify the correct citation style and format for their book.

- Completed Book Review